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Last week I introduced inVentiv, an innovative company that provides outsourcing sales forces and marketing services to medical companies. Like most of the outthinkers we profiled, inVentiv understands that power comes from coordination. It has strategically acquired new firms to fill gaps in its offerings. Today, the company includes a collection of different agencies, each of
which has a unique opportunity. They can conduct pharmaceutical research and drug research, they can create new product launches, they can include sales. InVentiv has a company that can help customers at almost every turn in the chain. Having all the parts in place means inVentiv can hold on to a larger share of the business, this in itself does not generate any strategic
benefits. Magic occurs when inVentiv begins to coordinate its parts. inVentiv makes this strategy a clear priority and clearly states in its 10-K since February 2010: We are also involved in the ongoing process of expanding and refining our services, as well as pursuing cross-service capabilities within and across our business segments in order to respond more flexibly to the market
and address greater revenue opportunities with existing and new customers. During my interview with Blaine Walter, inVentiv CEO, I learn how the company began to track integrated wins. Following the number of projects in which customers purchase two or more services, InVentiv services have begun to coordinate their actions. This changed the mentality of the individual parts
of Ventiva. She urged her leaders to start thinking about the whole. And it can lead to magic. For example, inVentiv has become one of the leading providers of patient compliance solutions, programs that help companies ensure that patients stay on their treatment regimen. Another unit works with pharmacy partners and has access to prescription pharmacy data. So the
company's management asks, as Walter said: Can we take this communication platform and use it to communicate with a large number of patients? By putting together prescription information with its platform for communicating with customers, inVentiv might have noticed when patients fall off their routine and then reported directly to them to encourage them to get back on. This
fixes a serious problem for patients, doctors and pharmaceutical companies. It is also a great example of ethnonomics. As Walter said, thirty percent of patients with chronic therapy drop out of treatment. By helping people stay on their medicine regimen, inVentiv reduces costs for their customers by providing additional protection for patients. Steve Jobs once said: Creativity just
connects things. The way new things come into the world, combining old things together for the first time. As spends more exercise looking for creative ways of the way its business we can expect to see unexpected new services appear. As long as its competitors play with a narrower breadth of services, they will not be able to match the innovation potential of Ventiv. Ask yourself
the questions below to see how you can use this time-honored coordination strategy to deliver innovative new services, products, or processes1. Are there any coincidences between parts of my business?2. Can we coordinate these parts to create something new?3. Can we coordinate these parts to reduce waste?4. Is there a service or product that our customers have asked
for? Is there a way to combine parts of the business to offer this new innovation? The ancient Chinese general Sun Tzu once wrote that power comes from education. Fundamentally, the way to create power is to coordinate parts in strategic formation. It's like a great chess player, creating the first few moves to position his pieces in the optimal picture. Birds fly in flocks, animals
travel in herds, fish swim in schools, all to create power and safety in their formation. My research shows that this principle of coordination is more important than ever. Dissect how the CEOs of the winning companies speak today and compare them with their less successful counterparts, and you can actually measure the difference. Winners talk more about coordinating things
while losers focus more on controlling them. Consider mopay, a company founded by some German engineers/entrepreneurs in 2000. They pursue a radically simple idea that anyone will really get as soon as they hear about it. You must have thought about it yourself. Here's the idea. You go online with your mobile phone, you find what you want to buy (some music, Facebook
credits, concert tickets, or that round neck pillow I would now post 8.5 hours on the plane), then, instead of pulling out your credit card, you hit a button to add the purchase price to your mobile phone bill. How much easier can it be? You already have a payment relationship with the phone service, they know that you pay on time, you use your mobile phone to find what you want,
so why not just complete the cycle? It's one of those ideas that make so much sense that you wonder why no one has done it before. Unlike many secretive entrepreneurs I know, Mopay doesn't worry that you get their understanding. If your competitive strategy depends on your competitors not knowing your strategy, you are in trouble! No, the idea of Mopay seems so simple that
you might think that a few venture capitalists will be able to eat them in a year... until you really appreciate the power of coordination. If you also how to create an advantage by coordinating, you too can rip the copycats, lay traps in the trail so that your less inventive competitors will not be able to follow you. The trick is that people underestimate the effort and value of coordinating
things because we think we coordinate in a way that creates a justifiable advantage, we have to buy and own things. But today's winners are reunited with this old Taoist saying that we see spokes in the wheel, but it's an empty center that allows the wheel to move. It's an empty center that matters, not spokes. What does it take to become an empty center? Mopay has spent the
last decade building relationships with phone carriers and merchants. When I spoke with mopay's U.S. managing director, Kolya Reiss, a couple of months ago, Mopay had already established relationships with Verizon, Sprint, ATT, T-Mobile, and about 375 other carriers in more than 80 countries. How long will it take you to build such a network? In case you are still interested in
trying, consider that Mopay has an agreement with about 550 merchants. It takes more work to copy them. Mopay has handled about $1 billion in transaction costs so far, but the mobile shopping wave is only ramping up, and if mopay plays its hand well it could be in pole position. We've seen this principle at work before. Hulu and Netflix have gotten big by assembling content
relationships. Century 21 has become the dominant way of assembling independent real estate agents. The Corporate Executive Board has evolved from a well-built member club into a fast-growing public services company, applying the same principle to corporate executives. Wikipedia has replaced Microsoft and Britannica as the largest encyclopedia, coordinating independent
experts. I could give another hundred examples, but you get the point. Power comes from coordination. You no longer have to own things to coordinate them. Do this before your competitors do. How will you use coordination to your advantage? What would allow you to create power if you could find a way to coordinate it? Image: Flickr user Amateur_photo_bore Patients with
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